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I Protecting boys at all costs Justice for victims, next step for equality 
Mckala Wolf It began in 2000 when the Supreme 
Editororials Editor Court ruled that the Boy Scouts of America Recently in the Missoula community a serious issue 

. (BSA) have a constitutional right to oppose has come to our attention. With court cases such as the 
homosexuality in its ranks. In their defense, "Scouting is about teach- accusation of Jordan Johnson raping a young woman and 
ing a substantial amount of life lessons, sexuality is not one of them. other high profile Griz athlete scandals, not only have 
It never has been; it doesn't need to be." said Governor Rick Perry. local investigations gone under way, but the U.S. Depart-

The ban was criticized last year when Jennifer Tyrell, a den leader ment of Justice, the US. Department of Education, and the 
in Ohio, was dismissed by her local Boy Scout troop for being ales- NCAA have all begUn. investigations at the University of 
bian. They removed her on the basis that her sexual orientation "did Montana. If rape and sexual assault is such an atrocious 
not meet the high standards" of conduct set by the Boy Scouts of crime, why has it taken so long, and committees outside of 
America. According to Tyrell, "We can no longer support an organi- the community to actually do something about it? 

1 zation that has these policies and we hope to get them changed, that Throughout the past three years there have been 80 reJ:IOrl:sl 
is our main goal." And many people agree with her. of sexual assault in Missoula and about 14% of them 
A mother of four from Ohio began a campaign to bring awareness reported from the University. Why are so many cases oc-
to the Boy Scout policy. The movement has grown immensely since curring in the first place? Are girls just "crying wolf'' or is 
then, with hundreds of thousands of supporters. Sarah Willstein this actually a serious problem. 

Then, in 2008, the U.S. Supreme Court sided with the Boy Scouts of Assistant Editorials Editor In the case of Johnson there was not enough evidence to 
America with a 5-4 ruling that the organization is exempt from state convict him, b;ut the case wasn't black and white; there was 

' laws that bar anti-gay discrimination. from both sides. In the end only Johnson and the Victim will know what truly 
Obama spoke to the issue with CBS before the Super Bowl, "My at- that night. However, no matter what ym.tr views were on Johnson's case, it 

titude is that gays and lesbians should have access and opportunity, be a priority fo.r all humans~ male or female)o end sexual violence . 
. the same way everybody else does, in every institution and walk of On Wednesday, March 6, an informal march against sexual violence occurred. Resi-
life, and, you know, the Scouts are a great institution that are promot- dents of Missoula dropped flowers into the river near the Wilma. I'm not trying to 
ing young people and exposing them to opportunities and leader- undermine the march~ but it's not going to change much. Symbolically, it was wonder-
ship that will serve people for the rest of their lives, and I think that ful, but we as a society have to do more. The law needs to clearly state what rape is. In 
nobody should be barred for that." Johnson case the girl took her shirt off, but supposedly said "No" after it reached that 

Currently, the BSA is considering a proposal to ease the ban on So do girls have to wear a habit to send the message "No thank you."? 
gays by allowing sponsors of local troops to decide for themselves The amount that style has changed throughout the 1900s decades is astounding. The 
on the membership of gay Scouts and adult leaders, though they are shorts girls are wearing now would probably~put a woman in jail in the 1920s. 
putting off their decision until May. Although, this is no solution; it girls dress scantily and get raped or assaulted, many claim that "it's the girl's fault, 
would simply be up to the discretion of local troops whether to ease she was asking for it." However unless someone verbally says "I want to have sex'' or 
its policy of excluding gays. wears a T-shirt that says "Bang Me!" it's not fair to make assumptions about what some-

Moreover, considering that 70 percent of local troops are spon- wants to do with their body. 
sored by religious denominations, including many by conservative The rules of what girls are allowed to wear compared to boys even shows up at school. 
faiths that have supported the ban, the probability that Scout leaders from per~onal experience, during soccer try-outs when it's 90 degrees outside, 
will lift the ban is low. Though overall, according to Quinnipiac Uni- · boys play shirts vs. skins all the time, but the girls aren't allowed to play in their 
versity, U.S. voters favor eliminating it by 55 percent to 33 percent. lsrlorts bras. Rules for muscle shirts differ greatly between the sexes too. Boys can have 

So the question is, how should an organization that preaches kind- holes down to their hips while girls' shirts can't go past their sports bras. I'm not encour-
ness and honesty and loyalty treat individuals and their personal aging girls to walk around with their booty hanging out of their shorts or cleavage up to 
decisions? Scoutmaster Darrel Russell said having gays in the scout- chin, but we're at the point where the playing field needs to be level. 
ing movement would be like mixing boys and girls, and that like the Women shouldn't have to stop dressing how they want to, but yet again, guys 
BSA, the ban is "protecting boys at all costs," while gay-rights sup- be blamed for something they didn't do. It's hard to say whether the woman 
porters contend that no Scout uriits anywhere should exclude gays. · the Johnson case cried wolf, but it's not rape if you consented and regret it the next uuJnlL·t 

In addition, now that the armed forces' ban on openly gay service mg. Everybody makes mistakes, but blaming someone for a one-night stand and 1artdilnro 
members has been lifted, and polls show increasing acceptance of in jail isn't exactly fair either. 
same-sex marriage, most American voters would agree that it's time The court system needs to define rape, sexual assault, and all the grey in-between 
for the Boy Scouts to adapt. to protect the victim and the accused. At this point in' history, we should be in a place 

And on top of it all, the Girl Scouts of America have had a diver- where women should be treated equal to men. Equal in the way they are allowed to 
sity policy and non-discriminatory clause since 1980. dress, and their body should be treated with equal respect. We're all people, and 

we all deserve. our rights. 


